
Robert Smith 
Freelance Photojournalist

PERSONAL STATEMENT

A results-oriented professional who is respected for relationship building, 
operational knowledge, and integrity. Excel in dynamic, demanding 
environments while remaining pragmatic and focused.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Freelance Photojournalist
ABC Corporation -   May 2006 – June 2008 

Responsibilities:

 Arranged and conducted interviews with local soldiers, commanders, 
city and state officials to gather information for feature news and 
promotional articles.

 Coordinated with retention and recruiting sections to increase publicity 
efforts.

 Deployed and redeployed personnel and equipment to a warzone.
 Trained and managed a team that researched and facilitated reporters 

from news agencies from around the world.
 Teamed with town editors and reporters to improve local coverage
 Progressed from weekly community paper to major metro daily as photo

staffs were combined with other Media properties.
 Acted as fill-in photo chief, managing as many as 15 staffers and 

countless freelancers for weeks at a time.

Freelance Photojournalist
Delta Corporation -   2001 – 2006 

Responsibilities:

 Arranged and conducted interviews with local soldiers, commanders, 
city and state officials to gather information for feature news and 
promotional articles.

 Coordinated with retention and recruiting sections to increase publicity 
efforts.

 Deployed and redeployed personnel and equipment to a warzone.
 Trained and managed a team that researched and facilitated reporters 

from news agencies from around the world.
 Teamed with town editors and reporters to improve local coverage
 Progressed from weekly community paper to major metro daily as photo

staffs were combined with other Media properties.
 Acted as fill-in photo chief, managing as many as 15 staffers and 

countless freelancers for weeks at a time.

Education

Communications/Journalism - (Shippensburg University - 
Shippensburg, PA)
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CONTACT DETAILS
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Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Coordinating, Planning, 
Managing, Strong 
Leadership, Team Player.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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